My dear Sine,

Thank the Lord a cool change came along on Sunday night and we are now clear again if the hot weather had lasted much longer my life would have been laid up. The cannon is down the house.

With regard to the remainder of implements of an American man there are no implements to indicate spears, shields, grocers, &c. are smashed up. I think with the norley. The only
To revert to the question of inheritance, when I say improvements, I am

referring to the fact that the previous owner of the property,

Alphonse d'Aubigny, kept the place in perfect condition. He was

particularly proud of the property.

How the Negress Pointing the Tahala to the Ang-gabura shall I

treat them along? Do you intend to use any of the "herding of

Changga's cows"? The cow in which a man or something similar

is kept is very deceitful. Do you think you have it? Are you going to make

hermey up big pieces to Ossuani? It is not every thing that

can be done in a public to get a better one. The dancing?

or may some get a chance to get a better one. The dancing?

At some of the couplets the women offering food are also north

to the moment of the couplets. The women offering food are all north

to the moment of the couplets. I have a look at the cow. The

wet cow, the cow is finished and you require what

negress you pass along need. Which glad you found Maida

thought you up to Kandara. The cow is not, they will do you good

they escape. At least one something day the past has changed in

the Aida current. How is Pafi Bandy? He is thinking of the person above his

signature of the July 22. This implemented in has some considerable a number of printed

words, letter to letter not with that with each string of importance attached to long hand

writing. But thank it is maintained in the style.

program of he were a bulletin or showed her daily bulletin

Monday today? The first hand around the Thamahara Hotel

Changga's cow is now stationed at a manure hole. Kali

Manguru, an old cow in excellent condition coming back

from the desert. How the old cows will carry the manure with

them. I am inquiring. I have no sitting on his back, in a bag of sand

cutting up tobacco, chewing his cud and - Hope the weather

improves and could you get some Tangara Thompson through.

Off now to a meeting of the Mission Board. I am hoping to

improve some life into the composition. Have I conducted a little

more along communal lines? But the results are my conclusions to

especially of our Mission in the town. The plan of

improving land to make it carry crops. Why isn't

he not 5

Shante
Articles enumerated are those described by you in the list received on Monday preceding. I refer to the letter. There personally several hand released destruction of implements also blankets clothing. Yesterday showed before asking them to carefully ascertain the Custom there. Today he replied as follows: "The weapons they become the property of the mother who gives them to her brother or failing the brother to her eldest son. Only young blacks here will check information when others come in. This is practically the Narramunga law but if Perrecht informer is correct, which I doubt, the old Warri custom differs from that obtaining at the other. Let me go to Adelacies.

Wonders, you want me to shall be desirous to get a glimpse of you once more. Let my dear maid ahead and does you will reach Adelacies so that I may have ample time to arrange plans here."
